GLANCE TECHNOLOGIES ANNOUNCES NEW CAPABILITY TO INTEGRATE WITH
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF POINT-OF-SALE INSTALLATIONS
September 12, 2018 – Vancouver, B.C. – Glance Technologies Inc. (“Glance” or the “Company”)
(CSE:GET.CN) (OTCQB:GLNNF) (FKT:GJT) today announced that its Glance Pay & Glance
PayMeTM mobile payments platforms now fully integrate with 15 of the leading restaurant &
merchant Point of Sale systems, including Oracle MICROS, NCR Aloha POS, and Squirrel POS.
Adding integrations to this wide an array of Point of Sale systems now enables Glance to directly
connect to more than an estimated 500,000 different POS installations in North America.
POS integrations allow Glance to send and retrieve information directly to the POS, removing
manual steps and opening up new opportunities for Glance’s technology such as auto-closing
bills, pulling bills electronically, and auto-inserting orders.
“Creating integrations with such a wide range of POS systems is another step forward in making
Glance Pay the mobile payments platform of choice for a wide range of businesses,” says Glance
Technologies CEO Desmond Griffin. “Integrations are particularly important for larger chains
which makes this a significant development for us.”
Some of the more well-known POS systems that Glance can now integrate with include:
●
●
●
●
●

MICROS (Oracle)
Squirrel POS
NCR Aloha POS
Oracle Hospitality Simphony
InfoGenesis POS

●
●
●
●

POSiTouch
Heartland Dinerware
Maitre’D POS
NorthStar

By making it faster and easier for merchants and restaurants to resolve payments, Glance Pay
is giving restaurant and merchant staff both more time to help patrons and speed turnover, and
more peace of mind that nothing was missed, no matter how busy the location is.
About Glance Technologies Inc.
Glance owns and operates Glance Pay, a streamlined payment system that revolutionizes how
smartphone users choose where to shop, order goods and services, make payments, access
digital receipts, redeem digital deals, earn great rewards & interact with merchants. Glance offers
targeted in-app marketing, geo-targeted digital coupons, customer feedback, in-merchant
messaging and custom rewards programs. The Glance Pay mobile payment system consists of
proprietary technology, which includes user apps available for free downloads in iOS (Apple) and
Android formats, merchant manager apps, a large-scale technology hosting environment with
sophisticated anti-fraud technology and lightning-fast payment processing. Glance has also
recently purchased a blockchain solution and is working on a rewards-based cryptocurrency, the
whitepaper for which can be found on the company’s website.
For more information about Glance, please go to www.glance.tech.
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Neither the Canadian Securities Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is
defined in the policies of the Canadian Securities Exchange) accepts responsibility for the
adequacy or accuracy of this release.
Forward-Looking Statements
This press release contains forward-looking information or forward-looking statements
(collectively "forward-looking information") within the meaning of applicable securities laws.
Forward-looking information is typically identified by words such as: “may”, "believe", “thinks”,
"expect", “exploring”, “expand”, “could”, "anticipate", "intend", "estimate", “plan”, “pursue”,
"potentially", “projected”, “should”, “will” and similar expressions, or are those, which, by their
nature, refer to future events. These forward-looking statements, which involve risks and
uncertainties, relate to, among other things, the discussion of Glance’s business strategies and
its expectations concerning future operations (including advancing its technological roadmap), the
expectation that integration with new POS systems will accelerate Glance’s growth and scale.
Although Glance considers these forward-looking statements to be reasonable based on
information currently available to it, they may prove to be incorrect, and the forward-looking
statements in this release are subject to numerous risks, uncertainties and other factors that may
cause future results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such forward-looking
statements. Such risk factors include, among other things, risks related to expansion. The
forward-looking information in this press release is also based on certain estimates, forecasts and
projections, as well as expectations, beliefs and assumptions, including, among other things, that
Glance will be able to achieve its business objectives, and that Glance will be able to develop
proprietary software to implement its plans. For additional information with respect to these and
other factors and assumptions underlying the forward-looking statements in this press release,
see the section entitled “Risk Factors” in the most recent Annual Information Form and Prospectus
of Glance, which may be accessed through Glance's profile on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
Glance cautions investors that any forward-looking information provided by Glance is not a
guarantee of future results or performance, and that actual results may differ materially from those
in forward-looking statements. Undue reliance should not be placed on such forward-looking
information, as there can be no assurance that the plans, intentions or expectations upon which
they are based will occur.

